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The Heman Street Preschool was organized to serve two
main purposes: (1) T o provide a group of three- and four-year olds
with a preschool exoerience which would increase their chances for
later success in school; and (2) To train future teachers and
teaching aides to work effectively in a preschool program. The
program focused on four groups: the children, graduate students,
prospective teaching aides, and parents of the children. Participants
included the Preschool Director and Coordinator, nine graduate
students, 24 aides, and 75 children. One graduate student and two
teaching aides were assigned to teach each class for a period of
three months. Curriculum goals were general language development,
development of certain cognitive skills and school-readiness
behaviors. Basic elements included in the daily program were
Structures Language Program, Story Read or Told by Teacher,
Teacher-Led Talk Sessions, Manipulative Cognitive Materials, Free
Play, and Paints, Clay and Other Expressive Materials. Program
evaluation revealed that students and aides improved their teaching
and evaluative capabilities and that children improved in their
ability to perform school tasks, in their language competency, and in
their ability to draw. It is concluded that the Heman Street
Preschool has demonstrated on e way a University and a school
district can cooperate to produce a program beneficial to the
children of the district, the students at the University, and members
of the community served by the school . It is also concluded that a
structured approach is more valuable than an unstructured one.
Unq
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TH- REMAN STREET PRESCHOOL 1970-71

PURPOSES

The Reman Street Preschool was organized co serve two main purposes: to
provide a group of three- and four-year old children with a preschool experience
which would increase their chances for later success in school and to train future
_,;;chers and teaching aides to work effectively in a preschool program. If these

two purposes can be realized, the Preschool might then serve a third purpose;
namely, as a model and source of information for teachers, parents, and admin-
J.straters. Within the framework of its purposes the total program focused
on four groups: the children, graduate students enrolled in Syracuse University,
women of the community in training to become teaching aides, and parents of
the children. The last group received least attention, due to limitations of
personnel, time, and energy. The program was planned to have four components,
corresponding to the four groups mentioned, but in practice the parts of the pro-
gram overlapped and were interdependent.

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

Weikait (I) and others whe have studied the el:tents of preschool programs
have found that the organization and operational conditions of a program are
more important for success than the particular curriculum used. Because we are
convinced that this is so and because the EPDA Project is a training project,
the total preschool program was planned to include constant supportive super-
vision aad time for staff training, planning and evaluation.

The pattern of staffing in the preschool was unusual in Chat there were
no experienced teachers other Chan the Preschool Director and Coordinator.
The Preschool Director, a Syracuse University faculty member, was a full-time
member of the EPDA staff; the Coordinator, an experienced nursery school teacher,
was a halt-time member of the Project staff. The other members of the staff
were graduate students who were participants in the EPDA training program
and women of the community in training to become paraprofessional teaching
aides.

There were nine graduate student participants who had direct experience in
the preschool during the course of the year. Five of these were in the Master's
program and four were doctoral students. Two of the doctoral students did
not take on teaching responsibilities but worked on special projects. All
but one of these students had previous teaching experience, aither as a teacher
or student teacher, but none had had experience in a program for three-
and four-year olds.

Twenty four women of the community, with wide variations in age, educational
background and experience, entered the training program for paraprofessional
teaching aides. Eighteen of them completed Mae program. Two of them had worked
in a Head Start Program; the others had had no previous experience in a
nursery school and all of Mhem expressed uncertainty as to whether they would
be able to work with young children in an educational Getting.
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During the summer the graduate students, along with two faculty members,
Planned and executed a four-week workshop for the aides. The workshop consisted
of lee,teiras, discussions, work with the materials to be used by and with the
ehi/dren, and 25 houre of observation and participation in a demonstration
presoneol classroom, When the classes began in the fall the students became
preschtol teachers and continued to be responsible, iR part, tor the trainiag
of the aides.

The Preschoel occupied space in the modern wing of an older elementary
school. Three carpeted, ground-floor rooms were available for the children's
use. Two of these were used as classrooms; the third contained climbers,
blotks, housekeeping and doll equipment, dress-up clothes, toy vehicles and
a water table.

Apprcximately 75 children were enrolled in the Preschool. There as
Lla:- of three-year olds whiele met Hach day from 9:00 to 11:00 . and

rhree ei.eeic- of foirr-year olis of which one met from 9:00 to 11:00 a.m. aad
rRe oeher two met from 12:00 nooa to 2:00 p.m. Assignment to the four-year
old 72asses was random.

One graduate student and two teaching aides were assigned to each eL
for a three-month period. All students and aides participated in the summer
workshop. In the classrooms the gradRaHe students and teaching aides had
equal status as far as the children were concerned; all were called "teacher".
In tRe beginning there was concnrn that the children might become upset when
one teacher or several teachers left and others took over. In order to minimize
the effect of frequent teacher turnover taose who were leaving said a very
brief and casual goodbye, with a promise to return to see the children from
time to time. The new teachers always spent several days observing in the
classroom before the previous teachers left and the children thus became acquainted
with them gradually. Also, there were other adults - the Director, Coordinator,
mothers, other graduate students, the school principal - who were in and out
of the classroom, As a result, most of the children did not become strongly
attached to any one adult, but accepted them all and called most of them
"teacher".

The students and aides arrived one hour earlier than the children and
remained an hour later. This allowed two hours per day for staff activities.
Both the morning and the afternoon "shifts" were present each day during
the hour from 11:00 to noon which made it possible to gather all the staff
together when necessary. Once each week the Preschool Director and/or the
Coordinator met during this hour with the aides and on another day each week
a meeting was held with the graduate students. These meetings were used for
discussions of general problems and possible solutions. At first most of the
time was taken up with immediate problems of schedules, children's behavior,
interpersonal relations, and the need for better definition of expectations and
goals, As more pressing problems were resolved, this time became available for
training. A free exchange of ideas and opinions was encouraged; the relations
among members of the staff were open and relatively informal,

The Preschool Director and Coordinator shared responsibility for all
phases of the training of the students and aides. The Coordinator supervised
the morning classes; the Director supervised the afternoon classes. Either
dhe Director or the Coordinator were in the building whenever classes were in
session; often both of them were there. Thus, one of them was always available
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for advi , or assistance as needed. Since the hierarchy of professor-student-
aide was cot stressed, each person's authority rested to a considerable oN-tent
on her knowledge and comperemoe. It was within this framework that the graduate
students and aides learned to work with young children and with each other.

C.,,HBZO.:LrK

Much effort has been devoted in recent vears to the development of
curricula and curriculum materials for preschool programs. Enough evidence
from the el;-,_ation of programs using these curricula has now been accumulated
tc permit certain. generalizations to be made, It has been found that the most
successful programs are those in which definite educational objectives are
established, teacher-planned activiCies are carried out with these objectives
in view, and the ontoomen of the activities arc evaluated in terms of the Objectives.
When thes,e criteria are met, the outeme of the program depends on the operational
qualit-.y of the program rather than on the paLli ular curriculum or activities
used,

In making initial curriculum decisIon e in the Heman Street Preschool
the following points, in addition to those mentioned above, were taken into
consideration:

(1) The maior purposes of the EPDA Early Childhood Project, of which the
Preschool is a part, are to train teachers who can initiate and imple-
ment language-centered curricula and co develop generalizable knowledge
about the implementation of such. curricula. Implicit in these purposes
is the assumption that Che chief academic handicap of the Heman Street
children is poor language development.

(2) The araduate students who wculd be the head teachers in the classrooms
were inexperienced ir preschool education and none of them would remain
in the preschool for longer than three months, Nevertheless, it was
thought essential that they be given the opportunity to become
involved in program planning and evaluatiop.

Most of the aides, who would carry out the program along with the
graduate students, had bad limited educational opportunities them-
selves and each of them would spend only three months in the classroom.
Nevertheless, they should be involved as much as possible in planning
and evaluation.

It did not seem necessary or wise even pos ibie) to develop and lay
out a complete curriculum to be followed. Instead, the following broad goals
were set:

(1) General language development

(2) Development of certain cognitive skills

(3) Development of cchoolreadiness behaviors



Initial objec:ive were st t.:i each L the goal., tha curric. lin evolved

through a ecutinuos ptooe5s of planning a d evaluation- As the year progressed

and some of the initial objetives were reached, other obiectives were set
within the same framework of general gcals.

In order to facilitate planning a-A the attainment Af tha objectives,
certain program elements were selected and a daily routir.e established, The

pro?rm elements and the objectives of each are outlined below:

(1) S tructures Language Prog. Peabod, Language Development Kit,

Level P)
To build general vocabulary, cognitive vocabulary, language

patterns, facility in oral ,2.ommunioation.
To increase attention span

(2) Story Read or Told by Teacher
To increase attention span build vc7A ebulary, develop familiarity

with print
To increase awareness of sequence uf events and

cause and effect relationships
build association of reading and pleasure

(3) Teacher-Led Talk Sessions
To en,-;ourage free oral expression based on children's

individual or group experiences, including observation of
natural phenomena

(4) Manipulative Cognitive Material
To develop abilities in sensory d1scrimieatior, classification,

seriation, pattern recognition, number concepts
To build vocabulary appropriate to verbalize concepts

(5) Free Play
To allow children freedom of moveraent and free choice of

activity so that they will be able to participate in a
structured lesson for part of the time spent in school

To provide an opportunity for self-directed play which, it
is hoped, will increasingly become sociodramatic

(6) Paints, Clay,Other Expressive Materials
To give children opportunity to become familiar with these

materials and to find own ways of using them
To have another basis for interaction between tea her and

child, including verbal interaction

These basic elements were included in each days program, except for
occasional special events which took some of the time. An example of a daily

schedule is given on the following page.



9:00 - 915

9:15 - 9:30

balElf..2Lilz_12.1221ule,

ArrivaL, getioc, removal of out.door clothing
Songs
Group feTmatio
(The children were divided into three groups for the
language less,ns, Grouping was flexible various combinations

were tried. Usually Croup C was composed of children whose
attention spans were too short for participation in more
than one structured period.

Group A - Peabody Lesson
Croup B Story
Group C - Free play in Activity Room
(Children from both, ola,,t,rooms were together in the
Activity. Room

9:30 - 9:45 Group A - Story
Croup B Peabody Lescon
Croup C - Free Play in Activity Room

9:45 - 10:05 Groups A & B - Free Play in Activity Room
Group C - Peabody. Lesson or Story
Preparation for snack.

10:05 - 10:15 Snack Time

10:15 - 10:50 Use of art ma_erials
Choice of Manipulative Cognitiv Materials
(In genara/, children were allowed to choose among a number
of materials. This period was also used as a time for
teachers to work with small groups of children on particular
skills. At any one time, some children would be working
independently and others would be engaged in a teacher
directed activity, always using manipulable materials and
being asked, "Tell me wbat you are doing.")

10:50 - 11:00 Preparation for departure

11:00 Departure



The sample senedu:la gives an incemniete, and ncaibly confusing, picture of

the day., Art materials were not used every Jay; muoicel- instruments were
available and were sorr.etimes used. Sometimes art activities took place in the
Activity Room, and when the weather became warm, many activities were carried on
ourdncrs, Sometimes a special "heppeniugm took up all the time after snack.

The three-year olds had tine same basic schedule as tne four-year olds, but
their lesson periods were shorter and they had longer and more frequent
periods for free play,

PROGRAM rIANNING AND EVALUATION

The Preschool Director, r:oordinator and gradt.P.te students curre..ly
worklng in the Preschool met for one dzy at the end of each month to plan
be pregre..m for the following month, As indicated above, the basic
elements of the program remained the same thrcAigluDut the year, but there was
alvays leeway for special proje(,:ts and activities, simple observations of

holidays, and for students and aides tc, try ou:t their own ideas. A more
im.;?ortant part of the planning was the effort to design a program which would
enable each child to move forward toward the educational objectives which
had been. set. The children were constantly observed and their progress
evaluLated so that an effective program corad be planned,

After the program fcr the morth brld been outlined in terms of goals
and special activities, the students and the aides met to fill in the details,
select books to be read, new songs to be learned, appropriate manipulable
materials, etc. The nt,..ed for variety was recognized. Often students or aides
devised simple games or activities to meet a special need.

After the activities for the week had been planned, the student and
aides in each room decided which of them. would be responsible for each part
of the program. Then the plan was entered in a notebook in which space was left
for a short evaluation of each element of the program. A sample page from one
of the notebooks, covering three days, is reproduced on page 7.

Note that each time block contains an activity or lesson; e.g.,
"#51, pts. 1 & 2" refers to Peabody Lesson Number 51, Parts 1 & 2, The next
entry, (C.C.), gives the initials of the student or aide who will teach the

lesson or lead the activity. These were entered in the notebook for each day
of the week on the preceding Friday. The comments following Eval. were entered
after the day's session and were written by the aide or student responsible
for that part of the program, It Ls apparent that many of the comments are not
useful, but others are, and by this means all teachers were forced to give
some thought to what they were doing in the classroom.
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'I'L'.1cial Shapes Game
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PLAEOUT
LAN(4.

: DEVEILonfE_ ,

TASSON
.
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15l, pts. 1 & 2 (t7i.(%)*

voJal.: Children liked
o.uppete mad ,T.. s ant; e, cicte 6

well, re/lowed dir.-,,ctic-
good. They did rot all
know mean-Ing ef ar,2nd,

-#52 CYI.E.)
Etval,: Worked '7.1.,n,

3 (.C.)
Eval : Veeling objects. . -

c lo tfiLin . 1,', i 1 k:-Le_if,i

cle,thing well. Most
knew what is expect-
ed and a-lewe:red in
setens. Had
be;Lter ,...ontrol of
group C'.1.a,-, last LLme

Laiking about soft and
hard - talked in sent-
ences. Believe they
head more experience
in sense of feelings.
Did good in answering
in se.ntences. Naybe we
could skip some lesson.
& get into more comple
ones.

STORY

Pc,ems, rhyme.s-".T.'irst
P..::eme of Childhood"
04.E.)
Ev-i,l.: ChLiirer ed

poems. Talked abec.

rhyming (sound alike),
stories th-a.n rhyme
(poems). Gnildren said
words that sooLd alike.
Needed help co near
s ounds t_... la.-1...w,_E:11.1s,

Sec%led Frog -
story with flannel
boa-A. (C.C.)
Fval : Children an-

_-_-,-----
Story about shapes on
flannel board. (N.C.)
Eval.: Some children

,7knew all the shapes.
They enjoyed handling
Pieces and putting on
hoprd.

Print and Sponge
Painting (N.C.)
Children who did not
have a turn yesterday
plus those that want
to do it again.
Eval.: Some are think-
ing ahead and making
designs.

One-to-one concept.
(C.C.)
Eval : Still need help

If-iyed dramatic part
oF it.

Print and Sponge
Painting (N.C.)
3-4 at a time do (Inc
picture. Eval.: :

ART

.

COGNITIVE
SKILLS

No Art. All teachers
work with groups on
cog. skills or other.

Rhyming Came (N.C.)
Eval.: If they got it

painted outdoors, i

Good for children,

Rhyming Game (M.E.
Eval.: One-to-one
concept. (C.C.)
EvA7 . Moqt did
_ -_:_. .--s. -

well. All had a
turn.

they were good, but if
they couldn't get it
they lost interest
nuickl .
One-to-on, concept
(C.C.)
Eval.: Children in Chi
group did well. Some
need help.
Name Game (14.E.)
Eval.: Chris, Ron L.,

when go beyond 3 or 4.
Spatial Relationships
(K.E.) Eval : All
pretty good so far.
Colors with Gary, Chri:.
Ron, Kelly (B.N.)Ron M. Timothy, Marc

are still having
trouble with names.
Co estinlor -

COMMENTS

_._ ____

See nurse about
Kelly and Marco

* Letters in parentheses-refer to teacher (student or aide).

There was a fourth per'son; a student volunteer, in this room- for part

_of the time covered.



PARENT INVOLVT.MENT

The ughout the year, a consisLeffort w6..s: made to e. p- in to par nts
the objectives, purposes, and methods of the Preschool. A presentation about
the Preschool was given at the October meeting, of th:e Parents-Teachers

aization of the Heman Street School. A video tape made in the classrooms
WAS: shown at the meeting and followed by a panel of aides who discussed what they
were learning about children

Each class had a Parents' ght later in the year. The aides gave a
demonstration of materials and activities, parents were invited to discuss
geoeral problems, children'o work was on display. The parents who came
did discuss a number of their concerns about their own children.

Each parent was invited to spend an hour or two as an observer in her
child's classroolt about half th ir)cit.r.rs did so, Parents of children with
special rrcblems were strongly urged to come to schonl and observe their
children in the classroom setting, n.ome ViRit- were made in several cases.

All these activities, and others not mentioned, were directed toward
invoeving the parents ia the school experience of their children. The
purpose was to explain what was hapoaning in the Preschool, to make the
parents feel at home in the school, and to arouse their interest in their
children's education.

Smilansky (2) has writL.en that parents of di.sadvantaed children tend to
Chink of themselves as authority figures and caretakers, but not as teachers,
of their children. Since aides were actually teachers la the Preschool, their

hoped that the
community and

On the last school
come to school to see some of the children's

rot was emphasized at ail mce tings of the parntz,,
parents would identify with theote other mothers from the
realize that they, too, could teaJ-Zh their own children-
day the mothers were invited to
work. Each mothei was presented with rwo booklets prepared by the staff,
The idea Book and The Car Book. These contained ideas for Chings for children
to do during the summer, at home, and while riding in the car.

If time and personnel are available in the coming year, greater efforts
will be made to find ways to get parents to become more active as teachers
at home

Parents of the community, including two of the women trained to be aides,
are actively working to establish a day care center and havo submitted papers
to be incorporated as the Greater East Syracuse Day Care Center.

A ..,film-tape presentation about-the Preschool-has been produced by the
Project and is being made available for showing to community stoups.
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TRAININC OF AIDES AND CRADUATE qTUDENTS

Method - The summer workshop provided several Levele of training. The graduate
students, with faculty assistance, planned the program for the workshop and
conducted parts of it. This was the beginning of their training in methods
of teaching aed working with aides, During the workshop the faculty lectures,
demonstrations, and work sessions were attended by both students and aides,
Throughout the year the graduate studente assumed a measure of responsibility
for training aides; they were also learning along with the aides. The principal
methods of training were modeling, observation by trainer followed by feed-
back, direet instruction in specific skills, and observation of peers.

212ject1.ves - It was expected that_ both aides and students (future tea:hers)
would become competent to carry out dhe following tasks:

1. Teach lessons from thE Peabody Language Development rrogram to a small
group of children.

2. Read a story to and elicit appropriate responses from a small
group ot children,

3. Use of manipulative cognitive materials with an individual child
or small group to teach specific skills (e,g., color reeogrition,
counting, name recognition, pattern replication, etc.)

4. Direce and supervise children in use of art materials,
5. Lead groups in songs and games,
6. Manage behavior problems in a calm, positive, non-punitive manner.
7. Lead children through the activities of the day with a minimum of

verbal Of other disapproval of children's behavior,
8. Use informal means to evaluate children's progress.

Additton - competences were expected of the graduate students. They were
expecied to become competent to carry out the following additional tasks:

9. Administer and score standardized tests.
1(. Plan the daily activities within the guidelines set for the program.
11, Assume some responsibility for training aides

PROGRAM EVALUATION

A program can be evaluated only in terms of the effects it has on the
people involved, Some of the effects can be measured fairly easily, some
are difficult to measure, some may be observed but ROL measured, and there
may be others which can be neither measured nor observed immediately but
are buried deep within the people themselves,

Studen a and AIdes - Informal instruments were devised to measure progress
ward competence in the first three objectives listed above. These instru-

ments are given in Appendix A. These device's were not used on a pretest,
post-test basis but as aids for formative evaluation and training,

Progress toward Objectives 4 and 5 was assessed by the Director and
Coordinator through direct observation of the aides and students at work in
the classroom, At the end of the training period the aides could list, from
memory, an average of 21 songs and finger plays and 8 types of art material
which they felt competent to teach.

Attainment of Objectives 6 and 7 was measured by use of an observational
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instrument, developed with the help of Mr. John Dopyera, for use in this program.
Ir. was developed during the time the first group of aides was working in the
elaesroom and administered to the second and third group of aides at the
beginning and end of their respective periods of classroom service. This
instrument measured the number of times each subject sanctioned the behavior
of each child during a total of sixty minutes, observed in five-minute segments.
The behavior being sanctioned was classified as congruent or incongruent with

exeeztations of the adult and the type of behavior was categorized as
aehievement, involvement, peer harm, property harm, etc. The analysis of
the data obtained by use of this instrument indicated that all the aides
showed disapproval of children's behavior less often at the end of the
training Chan at the beginning. This instrument and the results obtained
elre described in Appendix B.

Use of informal measures to evaluate children's progress (Objective 8)
was part of the daily routine of the Preschool. Multiple copies of each class
list were provided to facilitate assessment along many dimensions. A number
of informal instruments were devised, three of which are given in Appendix C.
The particular devices used in this program are given only as illustrative
examples of simple, easily constructed measures which focus attention on
ehe program objectives in terms of individual progress toward those goals.

In addition to these methods of assessment, a folder was kept for
ee.ch child. Progress in language development and socialization, or apparent
lack of it, was noted at least once a week in each child's folder. Each
student and aide assumed responsibility for writing in the folders of six or
eoven children per week; the following week folders were exchanged and each
teaeher had a different set of children. Several purposes were served
by having these anecdotal records kept. First, and most tmportant, the
adults were forced to focus attention on individual children in order "to
have something to write." Second, the students and aides were made aware,
when they saw what others had written in the folders, that their own
assessment of a child sometimes differed from the assessment of another adult
In the room. Third, the folders were passed on to each incoming group of
students and aides to help them become acquainted with the children.

Each student and aide was evaluated on her knowledge and her ability to
evaluate individual children in the following way: three names were chosen at
random and the student or aide was asked to evaluate the three children on
four elements of the program (Peabody Language Progeam, cognitive skills,
general language ability, and level of play), without access to the children's
records or folders. These evaluations were then compared with the children's
records and scored on a three-point scale.

To meet Objective 9, the graduate students had training and experience in
the use of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the classroom observational
instrument mentioned above; several students observed the administration and
scoring of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities; others used and
scored the Stauffer measure of general language ability.

Students were required to plan the daily classroom activities for two
weeks in advance; their plans were studied by the Director and Coordinator and
then discussed with the students. No formal means were devised for measuring
the attainment of Objective 8, but all students were able to make acceptable

1 2



plane by the EIPJ oi dee training,

Solie students assumed responsibility for training aides with self-
eenfidenee and considerable competence; others found iteeore difficult. They
evaluaeed the aides on an Evaluation Form, discussed weaknesses and strengths
with individual aides, and served as models in areas of their own str47)gth.
In some oases students learned more from aides thau aidee learned from them.

At the end of their time in the classroom the aides were asked to comment
in writing on the strengths and weaknesses of their traiedng program from
their points of view and on any changes which IlirtA occurred in their own
attitudes or feelings, The greatest weakness and the greatest strength, as
pereeived by the aides, were two sides of the same coin; on one hand they
thought the greatest weakness was that they had ne)t had enough training in the
skills needed and, on the other hand, they saw the greatest strength as the
instruction and help which they had received. Also frequently mentioned as a
strength was the rapport among members of the seaff and the mutual help and
eneoeragement found within the group. The change most frequently uoticed in thei
own attitudes was in their relations with their own children at home; many of
them mentioned that they now understood their own children better, had mere
paLreeee, had more realistic expectations, and were trying out at home things
learned at school. One of the women in the program has now enrolled as a
etedent in the down-town division of Syraeuse University and seriously hopes
to become a teacher, Two of the women have gone out into the community to
start a day care center, Their efforts have resulted in the formation of a
board of directors which is now taking legal steps te have Mhe proposed East
Syracuse Day Care Center become ineorporated,

When students were asked to write anonymously what they liked best about
the program, they all listed their work with the aides and the opportunity
to have real responsibility in the classroom. The most persistent criticism
was directed toward what they felt to be a lack of definition and clarity in what
was expeeted of them. It is hoped that in the coming year (1971-72) the
Expectations for students can be defined and clarified in a way which will be mor
satisfactory for students but will still allow for individual differences of
background and talent.

Children - The children who were in the Preschool during the past year will be
followed as they move through the kindergarten and first two grades of Heman
Street School, Their performance in the school will be the best, though
not the only,-indicator of the final success or failure of the EPDA Project.
Since the community is a. stable one, many of the children in the Preschool have
siblings in the grades above them; some-are children of former Reman Street
students, it seems reasonable to aasume that the future performance of
the children who will enter kindergarten-this fall (lee., the children whe
have been in the Preschool) would not be.significantly different from
that of previous groups unless significant differences-had-been made in the
educational program. This group of children might be expected_to reach the
same average achievement .levelsias previoUs groups in-the school. There would
be individual differences, of course, but-the performance levels have reMained
relatively constant for a number of years and -there woUld be no reason to .
believe that the leVels wouldchange-unless .changes were made in the
educational prograM. And- process of 'the school. The EPDA :Project personnel,
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by establishing a Preschool and workIng to stimulate and assist teache s, are
attempting to make significant changes en the etal educational program of the
school. If this effort i Cc'F fi i achievm:,en levels of the children
will rise. The group of slwildren for vkbom the expectation is greatest is
the population enrolled in th,e PresOnoci .durIng the past year, cine inter-
vention began at an earlisr age for t'sem

It is still too arly o1uat ;.hfs Pro - o: achieve-
ment levels of the. children, but. 8evera1 facet the program have been eval-
uated by formal and informal me:ans The mental grwth of the children was
assessed by the use of the Peabody Flot,Jre 7,/,scabu1ary Test, a Language Compe-
tency Test, and the Draw-A-Per8dn Iest. We .d,:1) not attach a grea t deal of
importance to the results obtained with any of s instrume ts alono, but
we have been encouraged to note that the prs- and post-test srhro's from all
three instruments indicated -[=ehaf-_- more gnth ffhan might have besn expected
fro the passage of the elap8ed time The mslthods and results are described

Peabody Picture Vocabelary

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary T st was administered to the children in
February (Form B) and again in May (Form-A). There were 61 children from whom
both scores were obtained; there were 12 others who were present for only one
testing. The scores of the latter wer not used in the caLcu at±.on5 which
produced the results given in Table

Mean
S.D.

Mey
13 13
99.5 103 8
16.4 10 5

TABLE I

eh.
48
99.5
14.1

May
48
104.3
12.1

Although the first administration of the test took place halfway through
the year, there was a gain in mean score for both ehe three-year olds and the
four-year olds.

It seems of more inter s and significance at th-nre were 3 three-year
olds and 9 four-year olds had scores below 85 in February; in May this
number had been reduced to 1 three-year old and 3 four-year olds. The sig-
nificance of this difference 1iee3 partly in the use to which these scores
may be put. In some school districts children with low scores are put in
special classes or eracks; if the score is a realistic reflection of the
child's ability, sueh placement may benefit the child. However, if the s o e
is not a good measure of the chLld's ability to do school tasks, place-
ment in with a low-scoring group can adversely affect the child's future
in school.

14



It is L5O of intere-t cht r. me&n sr;c:. very .rile to 100.

This leads ono to believe thAt rhe children crme to sc.hool without massive
inteliectual deficits (at leas dj,h.out defir!.its whirth cart be measured with
this test) and makes more insi,cnt dhe question "Why 2 ,n't they succeed in
school?"

Laag'_IA&L. 4.12M2L1"MEM Tes_L

The general language ability of the
formal measure described by Stauffer (3

child with a picture and said, "Rere is a
see in the picture." If this elicited no
"Tell me what you see in the picture." E
task for two pic.tures. The responses were recorded, transcrtbed, and scored
Independerttly by two scorers. The s,2oring was on a 4-point scale according
co stated criteria (see Appendix 17.)) Language samples were obtained from
childrea in two olasses of four-yecar olds in OctotrsIr and again in Juns There
were 27 children from whom both samples were obtained. Scores of ehildren frc
whom only one sample was obtained are r.ot imAnded in the tabulatons
helow.

ch.ildrr.0 was asseed with an
The examiner presented dhe

picture. Tell ma the story you
response, the examiner said,
oh child was asked to perform this

Table II gives the number of children at each level ;for Pretest (October)
and Post-test Clu,e . The data is given in more detail in Table 171
shows tjhe number of jhildrun from eaoh Pretest (October) l vel who attained
each Post-test (June) level,

ble LI

Table

.est Lev l Post- t

It can be seen from Table II Chat of the children at Level I - III in
October there were only 4 who did not move to a higher level by June. One of

the children who scored at Level IV on the Pretest moved back to Level III;
the others at Level IV on the Pretest were already at the highest level meas-,
ured and any further growth could not be measured by this instrument.

15



r---w-A-Person Test
- _

During Che secc,nd week of school ih SepteMber a sample of children from
each class were given a large piece of paper and a crayon and asked to draw a

person. This procedure was repeated d.ciing the last week of school. The
drawings were scored by two independenA: scorers using the criteria given in

Appendix In tit system A score gain of 3 points is equivalent to a gain
cf nine months in, mental age. Therefore, an average gain of three points
might be expected over a nine-month period such. as that from September to

Juhe. Tabler.7 ghows that both the three- and four-year olds showed slightly
greater gains than might be expected on the beLois of the expectation of
normal growrh for a nine-month period.

3 veer olcis 4 ear olds

N
,

13 31

lan gain-score 4.2 .

2.- _ :ain-month, 13 11

At the beginning of the year there were 7 three-year olds and 6 four-
year olds in dhe sample whose drawings showed no recognizable elements of
a man. At the end of the year there were only. 2 children (one three-year old
and one four-year old) whose drawings could not be scored. The general impres-
sion gained from this and other test score data is that the program was of most
benefit to the children who scored lowest on the various measures at entry
into the program.

CONCLUSION

The Heman Street Preschool has demonstrated one way that a University
and a school district can000perate to produce a program which is beneficial
to the children of the district, the students at the university, and
members of the community served by the school.

In the coming year (1971-72) six of the aides who were trained
In the program will be hired to work half time and there will be a new group
of graduate students entering the program. In-service training for
students and aides will continue but the decreased emphasis on aide training
will allow more time for focusing on objectives and outcomes, We hope to be
able to identify objectives and measure outcomes with more precision. We
shall continue to seek ways to understand better the specific educational
needs of the children and to find ways to meet the needs.

We remain convinced that a structured program, with some of the teacher's
time devoted to active teaching, will produce more desired outcomes than
a completely un-structured approach,
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Informal Measuring Devices

R. Alias and Stdent-Teache be marked by observer

a) Peabody Language Devalument Lesson
Familiarity with lesson
Preparation of Materials
Gets ,in.terest of children
Maintains interest of children
Correct level of raspone from children
Recogni:-zes responses
Number of interre.ptions for discipline

.Story
Gains attention of children
Holds attention 0i children
Elicits response from children
Level of response of alU'ren
Re7lognizes responses
Number of interruptions for discipline

Co:aitive Task Materia s or Art
involved with nhildren
Familiarity with materials
Elicits cbildren's explanations
Reinforces task completion
Maintains interest of hildren
Answers questions
Number of interruptions for dpline

Good Fair
good Fair
All MOst
All Most
All most
Always Some-

Poor
Poor
Few
Few
Few

Ames Never

All Most
All Most
All Most
High Medium
Always Sometimes

Always
good
Always
Always
All
Always

Sometimes
Fair
Sometimes
Sometimes
Most
Sometimes

Few
Few
Few
Low
Never

Never
Poor
Never
Never
Few
Never



Appendtwu B

Obsvation ning Behavior of Aides

Rationaje - Informal observation of the paraprofessional aides as they began
working in che I.lassroom with ,-,;hildren showed thi-,m to be somewhat overprotective,
mh conlerned with maintaining what they considered to be proper school
bena'iior, and anxious not tO let a child "get away with anything". We had placed
mj2h stress on teaching them to teach the children various language and cognitive
Fik!11,; hut we felt that the atm sphere in the classrocm needed to be mo e
relaed and free from scolding, blaming, and threats of puni_,,Ihment. We asked

Ton Dopyera, who had had experience in evaluating Head Start programs,
to help s develop an instrument which would measure the amount and kind of
chi type of behavior on the part of the aides,

An in3trument was dev,loped which meaFI:res the number of times during
a given time period that an aide (or any adult) overtly sanctions a child's
behavior, The instrumenr_ was developed d'-ring the time the first group of
aides were being traiaed. It was subsquently administered at the beginning
ard ez-1 cf the training periods of the second and third group of aides. In

to its use as A pre- and post-training measure, it was also used to
train Lhe student-participant in the use of an observational instrument.

The Instrument - The instrument is a compilation of the sanctions applied by
one aide over a given period to each child with whom she or he interacts.
The observations are made in 5-minute segments by one observer. A notation
is made for each sanction which indicates the recipient (the child), type of

behavior, and whether the behavior was congruent or incongruent with the
expc,:tations of the person serActioning, The categories of behavior which
we're used are as follows:

hievement (task completion
involvement in task
talking
making noise
inflicting harm to self
inflicting harm to peer
cooperation

being orderly
being in proper place (location
maintaining correct posture
timing of activity
observing social amenities
keeping propertY in location
damaging property

ObervaLion sheets were constructed for each class with the names
of all children in the class on the sheet. When it was possible to do so,
each aide was observed for a total of 80 minutes in 5-minute segments
over a period oE several days while engaged in all the activities on the
schedule. In some cases the observations totaled 60 mirLutes, which
is the minimum considered to be adequate.

Results - The initial:data analysis has been coMpleted to show comparisons
between total number-of sanctions-administered before-and after training. The

table below gives the- resulta .fdr the ten.aides who were present for-both pre

-and-post Observations
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iodminiereJAdPraand Lelt Observations and Di fe p

SublactL;

_ ti ns per 6 inute ,:i

Pre

Irongruent

Pos Dtff Pre

Congruent

1- Diff

121 73 -48 17 15 -2

2, N,C. 117 72 -45 2 7 23 -4

:3 SflP. 164 116 -48 30 13 +3

M.S. 83 66 -17 28 20 -8

5, E.S. 111 80 -31 22 13 -9

C.V. 127 104 -23 34 39 +5

7, D.W. 104 61 -43 15 21 +6

S.U. 61 54 -7 19 16 -3

9. S.M. 140 56 -84 27 15 -12

10.K.C. 130 58 -72 40 17 -23

It caLn be seen that there was a decrease in sanctions administered for
incongruent behavior in all cases. This is in line with the objectives
of Mhe training program. It is not shown in the table but can be seen
from the raw data that the greatest number of sanctions were given in the
categories of achievement and involvement. This is probably a result
of the emphasis on increa ing involvement and achie ement in learning
ta ks in the program.
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Informal Measurig Devices

Childrn to be marked by tea

DLreccions: Mark each child once each day, Mark on the basis of
actual performance for that day. That is, mark according to what occurred
while you were watching, not what you think the child is capable of, or

how he performed earlier If a child's performance for one day is below
his usual performance, t .s will be shown by the level of his performance
ea other days when he is observed.

) Children's Performance Lev 1 on Peabody Lesson
0 - Does not respond
1 - Responds at level lower than expected
2 - Responds at expected level when prompted
3 - Responds with ease at expected level

Play level in Activity Roo-
0 - wandering
1 - playing alone
2 - watching
3 - parallel play
4 - associative play

children's Use of Manipulative Materials
0 - wanders
1 - uses materials only with urging
2 - selects material, uses briefly, leaves
3 - selects material, completes ta..
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Level Il:

Level

Level IV;

Appendix D

Scoring Procedures for Language Compe e -y Test

a. names items in pictures,
b. may require teacher prompting.

uses simple sentences,
b. expresses self in "1" manner: "1 see a h

a, responds to main action depicte&
b. notices other elements in scene but does not relate

them to main action.
uses descriptive words,
adds own relevant ideas,

forms a story by relating picture elements and
projecting ideas creatively,

b. notes antecedent action and senses future
consequences
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Scoring System for Draw-A-Person Test

1 point for each of following:

1. Head present
2, Legs presnt
3. Arms present
4. a, Trunk present
4, b. Trunk proportion
4. c. Shoulders present
5. a, Attachment of limbs (A)
5. b. Attachment of limbs (B)
6. a. Neck present
6. b. Neck outline
7. a. Eyes present
7. b. Nose present
7. e. Mouth present
7. d. Features in Ywo dimensions
7, e. Nostrils shown
8. a. Hair present
8, b. Hair detail
9. a. Clothing present
9. b. Two articles non-transparent
9. c. Entirely non-transparent
9. d. Four articles shown
9, e. Complete costume
10.a. Fingers present
10.b. Number ctorrect
10.c. Detail correct
10.d. Thumb shown
10.e. Hand shown
11.a. Arm joints
11.b. Leg Joints,

Table of Mental Age Equivalents of Scores

Score M.A

1 3-3 14 676
2 3-6 15 6-9
3 3-9 16 7-0
4 4-0 17 7-3
5 4-3 18 7-6
6 4-6 19 7-9
7 4-9 20 8-0
8 5-0 21 8-3
9 5-3 22 8-6

10 576 23 8-9
11 1.59 24
12 670 25 9-3
13- 6-3 26 _9-6
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